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Abstract—Paper recommendation to researchers has been extensively studied in the last years, and many methods have been investigated for this purpose. In this paper, we propose a novel approach embedding the whole process for selecting papers of interest given some keywords. Our approach is based on a workflow integrating fuzzy clustering of the papers, the computation of a representative summary paper per cluster using OWA operators, and ranking, in order to answer user queries adequately. The originality of our method relies in the introduction of fuzziness for more flexibility in the approach. The use of representative papers allows us to summarize sets of papers into a single representative one, thus simplifying the users interactions with the huge number of papers from the literature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As the scientific literature is growing dramatically, selecting and reading papers has become a hard task, especially in the case of literature review. Digital libraries provide tools to help the user navigate through the resources and query the datasets. We discern many reasons for choosing and reading a paper; among them are the need to be aware of every new potential discovery in very specific domains, or the paper selection in a literature review process, as for example when writing an academic paper. In this context, recommending papers meeting some criteria such as the conference or author ranking is of great importance in order to avoid the time consuming step of reading many papers that are not so relevant to the subject.

Most of Digital libraries propose navigation tools, most of them based on multicriteria filtering and/or collaborative filtering. For this purpose, paper recommendation systems have been extensively studied in the last years. Some tools have been created to group very similar papers using clustering methods, to provide organised information to the user. However, none of these tools is able to point out representative papers. Thus, the reader has no idea of the main methods described in these groups of papers and of the most representative of these methods.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach embedding the whole process. Our approach is based on a workflow composed of four steps.

The first step consists in selecting papers that are related to the user query. In this step, all papers containing at least one keyword among those included in the user query are selected.

The second step consists in grouping papers based on their similarity. For this purpose, we consider that papers are similar if they deal with the same topics. As we consider that it is not relevant to split objects in a crisp manner, we consider here fuzzy clustering.

The third step consists in computing representative papers, allowing us to resume sets of papers into one, thus simplifying the user interactions with the huge number of papers from the literature. We propose this representative paper to get enriched by a small number of other papers from the group, in order to cover all the topics of the user query.

The fourth step consists in ranking the representative papers so as to present the papers to the user in decreasing order of interest. In this step, we consider classical methods, such as PageRank.

The originality of our approach is twofold: in one hand we consider the whole workflow and on the other hand we introduce fuzziness in order to soften the approach.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the existing work related to our approach. Sections III and IV introduce the running example and the formal framework we rely on in the proposition Section V details our proposition. Finally, Section VI draws some conclusions on our work and proposes research directions.

II. RELATED WORK

Paper recommendation systems lie at the intersection of different fields of data analysis: recommendation systems, text ranking and scientometry. In this section, we discuss of the main advances in each domain, and of the main drawbacks.

A. Paper Ranking Methods

Large efforts have been provided regarding the ranking of papers. Papers can be evaluated and compared using different criteria: the authors reputation, the date of publication, the conference or journal ranking and the number of times it has been cited, are among the most often used information.
Citation count is one of the most used information. For example, the Thomson Scientific ISI impact factor (ISI IF) [1] is based on citation counts. It combines citation counts with a moving window to favor the most recent papers, and also include the impact of some journals in the calculation. However, methods based on the citation count suffer from the fact that paper impact is not taken into account. Thus, recent works have proposed a modified version of the ISI IF to integrate the “popularity factor”, which is defined by the citation analysis of publication venues and the PageRank algorithm. [2] modified the PageRank algorithm in order to apply it on academic papers. As in PageRank, the quality of a paper is based on the number of papers pointing to it, and its quality decrease if there are too much outgoing links (citations) from it. However, this approach suffers from the following drawback: some good papers (especially survey papers) need a lot of citation in order to contextualize their work. Moreover, as for PageRank, the algorithm has some difficulties to take very recent papers into account, no matter their quality.

B. Recommender Systems

Recommender systems are an important research field since the 90’s, mainly because of their generic and industrial application. Roughly speaking, a recommender system takes some user interest or profile as an input, and searches among massive database information for items that the user has not seen and which he may be interested in. Recommender systems differ from classical data mining as it has to deal with specific user profile and result ranking.

There are two main paradigms in Recommender Systems: Collaborative Filtering (CF) and Content-Based Filtering (CBF). Note that some works propose “hybrid” approaches by mixing the two paradigms. The interested reader may refer to [3] for a detailed survey about these different approaches.

In Collaborative Filtering ([4], [5]), the systems propose items to a user, by considering the items that similar users liked in the past. Thus, CF systems rely on rating and profiling. Such systems are quite mature and currently used in e-commerce websites, for example Amazon1 or Ebay2. Among the weakness of such systems are the “cold start problem”: when starting or adding new items, the system needs some elements to be initialized before being able to predict. When a new user is added, the system needs to profile him in order to make efficient recommendation. Finally, there is a sparsity problem, as there are only a small set of rates compared to the set of recommendation that has to be predicted.

In Content Based Filtering ([6], [7]), items that a user already pointed out as being of interest are used to recommend new items. Thus, the process can be seen as a classification task, where the training set is the set of user preferences. As it has been widely used in text-based context (internet, news,...) CBF systems mainly use information retrieval and information filtering methods. However, such systems can be limited by the problem of content analysis, because of the format of input items; while research reached a mature point concerning text-based documents, feature extraction from stream or video based document is much harder. Also, CBF systems are limited to what the user feeds them: they will never recommend items from another domain than those already rated by the user.

More recently, recommender systems have been extended to the paper recommendation context.

[8] proposes a hybrid approach that mixes CF and CBF. The authors detail a set of tools ranging from the simple CF system using k-nn algorithm and enriching data by adding cited papers to CBF using TF-Idf measure. Here, hybridation occurs by merging the results of CF and CBF. The author concludes that the hybrid system performs better than only CF or only CBF. [9] also proposes a hybrid approach based on graphs. It allows both for users and items integration in the system. The authors are then able to use classical graph search for extracting and recommending useful information. As [8], the authors show that hybrid approaches outperform CBF methods.

[10] proposes a system based on a new random walk process and the citation graph, called ItemRank. It is based on PageRank through its propagation and attenuation properties. In [11], a CF approach is done by clustering a subspace of papers. In this paper, the main goal is to apply the system to researchers working in the same laboratory. The originality of the method is the clustering algorithm that efficiently traverses the search space by subspace intersection. [12] describes a ranking-oriented CF system which extracts user’s access logs as the training set. The system overcomes the cold start problem, however, weblogs stay noisy and not reliable data [13].

[14] uses different informations such as the title, the abstract, the sentences around a citation in order to build a citation recommender system. The main novelty is the user query form: it does not have to be a bibliography, it can also only be a document or some specific sentences.

In [15], a user can give as an input an entire document. The process then uses every contextual information such as the citation analysis, authors, sources, implicit and explicit ratings. Moreover, the authors propose to use the Distance Similarity Index (DSI) and the In-text Impact Factor (ItIF). The authors build a system combining all user-given information parameters (for example an h-index range for author reputation) and provide a graphical user interface.

[16] only use the citation graph in order to output a small-
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sized set of relevant papers. They define measures working at
two granularity levels: the Local Relation Strength measures
the dependency between cited and citing papers, and then
the Global Relation Strength captures the relevance between
two papers in the whole citation graph. The Local Relation
Strength relies on weighted parameters such as the number
of times a paper is cited, and the number of times two
papers are cited together, or the age of a publication. Then,
the Global Relation Strength combines the Kratz measure
[17] with the dependency in a citation link. [18] uses
the user’s recent research interests in order to recommend
new papers. The work focuses more on the user profile:
the author discriminates between junior researchers and
senior researchers. The authors hypothesis is that contextual
information about the user can provide evidence for recom-
mandation. In this context, the information is provided by
the user historical search. Then, the paper selection is driven
by the prebuilt profile.

C. OWA

When aggregating information, many operators are avail-
able [19], as weighted average. The idea here is to combine
N values into a single result. [20], [21] propose the OWA
operator, defined as below.

Definition 1: A vector \( v = (v_1, \ldots, v_N) \) is a weighting
vector of dimension \( N \) if \( v_i \in [0, 1] \) and \( \sum_{i=1}^{N} 1 \).

Definition 2: A mapping AM: \( \mathbb{R}^N \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) is an arithmetic
mean of dimension \( N \) if \( AM(a_1, \ldots, a_N) = (1/N) \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_i \).

Definition 3: Let \( p \) be a weighting vector of dimension
\( N \). A mapping WM: \( \mathbb{R}^N \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) is a weighted mean of
dimension \( N \) if \( WM(a_1, \ldots, a_N) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i a_i \).

Definition 4: Let \( w \) be a weighting vector of dimension
\( N \). A mapping OWA: \( \mathbb{R}^N \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) in an ordered weighting aver-
age of dimension \( N \) if \( OWA(a_1, \ldots, a_N) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} w_i a_{\sigma(i)} \),
where \( \sigma \) is a permutation such that \( \forall i \in [1, N−1] a_{\sigma(i)} \geq
a_{\sigma(i+1)} \).

D. Fuzzy Clustering

Clustering consists in grouping together observations sharing
the same characteristics, but without the help of predefined classes. Clustering method appeared in the 70s, and if some specific context still need to be explored, there exist several mature methods to compute this result, such as hierarchical clustering, K-means, C-means,... Some methods consider that clusters can overlap. These last solutions are known as fuzzy clustering[22]. Every object then belongs to every cluster with a membership degree ranging from 0 to
1. (Fuzzy) Clustering is based on a distance measure which is used for describing to which extent two objects are similar.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author Id</th>
<th>Author Name</th>
<th>H-Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a1</td>
<td>John Martin</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a2</td>
<td>John Smith</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a3</td>
<td>Jack Jibb</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a4</td>
<td>Mark Clark</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a5</td>
<td>Luis Martinez</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a6</td>
<td>Lora Davis</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a7</td>
<td>Pen Green</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a8</td>
<td>Frank Lee</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a9</td>
<td>Home Sweet</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I

**EXAMPLE DATASET - AUTHORS**

Fuzzy C-means is one of the most often used method. Let
us consider \( n \) objects \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) described over \( d \) attributes.
The objective is to group these objects into \( k \) clusters, each
cluster \( c_i \) \((i = 1, \ldots, k)\) being represented by its center \( v_i \).
Let \( u_{i,j} \) be the degree of membership of the object \( x_i \) in the
cluster \( c_j \).

Let \( \Vert \cdot \Vert \) be any norm expressing the similarity.
\( u_{i,j} \) is computed as:

\[
\frac{1}{\sum_{k=1}^{c} \left( \frac{\|x_i-v_j\|}{\|x_i-v_k\|} \right)^{\frac{1}{m-1}}}
\]

The algorithm relies on a iterative process that computes,
for every object, the membership degree to every cluster
and recomputing the center of the clusters. The degree of fuzziness of the process, impacting the overlapping rate of the clusters, is tuned using the \( m \) parameter.

III. RUNNING EXAMPLE

We consider the example detailed in tables I, III and ??
In this example, we consider several papers that have been
published on topics identified by keywords. These keywords
can belong to more than one paper. These papers have been
written by authors and cite some other ones.

The abstracts and titles allow us to identify keywords. For
instance, let us consider paper p1 published in 1996, it is
related to data mining, with the following abstract:

The mining of large databases is a very hot topic in
database systems and machine learning. Companies have
used some data mining techniques for understanding cus-
tomer behavior on their data warehouse. This article pro-
vides a survey on the data mining techniques, classification
and comparing of data mining techniques.

A first step is to transform citation table to a binary matrix.

IV. FORMAL FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present the seminal definitions for
describing the data we are dealing with.

Let:
- \( D = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_m\} \) be a set of research papers
- \( K = \{k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_n\} \) be a set of keywords
\[ A = \{ a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_q \} \]

These sets are mapped using the following functions:

- \( W : D \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(A) \), where \( W(p) \) returns the set of authors of paper \( p \in D \)
- \( T : D \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(K) \), where \( T(p) \) returns the set of keywords embedded in the title of paper \( p \)
- \( Ab : D \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(K) \), where \( Ab(p) \) returns the set of keywords embedded in the abstract of paper \( p \)
- \( C : D \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(D) \), where \( C(p) \) returns the set of papers cited by paper \( p \)

V. PROPOSITION

Our proposition relies on a four-step process, starting from papers from several sources (e.g., Web of Science, DBLP, local databases) and arriving to representative papers ranked regarding their interestingness, as shown in Figure ??.

The data pre-process has been done by collecting publication or academic paper data from multi-sources into one data structure. Our structure focuses on common attributes, being composed of title, authors, published date, source (e.g., journal) and citations or reference list.

A. Step 1: Selecting Papers

The process starts with publication selection and is based on keywords provided by the user in her/his query. This step returns the papers that match at least one of these given keywords. We thus obtain the preliminary related publications dataset. For instance, let us consider a user choosing the following two keywords: data mining and machine learning. Both of them are separated into 4 given words: data, mining, machine and learning, and use them for finding the publications from database, assume the result is
table IV which contains detail of each publication and table VI contains the list of citations from one paper to other ones.

B. Step 2: Grouping Papers

The second step consists in grouping the selected papers into clusters. Groups contain similar papers.

The Similarity $\sigma$ between papers is computed by considering the titles, abstracts and common citations. We indeed assume that titles contain keywords, leading to the fact that if two titles share many common words, then this means they are similar. Moreover, we rely on the abstract as an indication of the content, thus assuming that common keywords lead to similar topics and interest.

Finally, as our approach aims at grouping papers that share common interest, we thus consider the co-citations. These three criteria are aggregated using OWA so that it is possible to decide whether a representative paper is a paper being representative on all criteria or not.

Given two papers $d_1, d_2 \in D$, we thus have

$$\sigma(d_1, d_2) = \odot(\sigma_K(T(d_1), T(d_2)), \sigma_K(Ab(d_1), Ab(d_2)), \sigma_C(C(d_1), C(d_2)))$$

where:

- $\odot : [0, 1]^n \to [0, 1]$ is an aggregation operator for fusing the three similarity degrees, e.g., $\odot = OWA = \text{avg}, \text{min}, \text{max}, \ldots$
- $\sigma_K : \mathcal{P}(K)^2 \to [0, 1]$ is a function comparing two sets of keywords and returning a number ranging from 0 to 1 which estimates to which extent the sets of keywords are similar;
- $\sigma_C : \mathcal{P}(D)^2 \to [0, 1]$ is a function comparing two sets of cited papers and returning a number ranging from 0 to 1 estimating the similarity extent of the set.

As it is not relevant to consider that papers can be split into several groups in a crisp manner, we use fuzzy clustering, thus outputting overlapping groups. In this framework, we compute the membership degree of every paper $p_i$ to every cluster $c_j$ using the following equation:

$$u_{i,j} = \frac{1}{\sum_{k=1}^{c} \left( \frac{\sigma(p_i, v_{j})}{\sigma(p_i, v_k)} \right)^\frac{2}{m-1}}$$

C. Step 3: Electing Representative Papers

This step aims at proposing a representative paper of every group. A paper is considered as being representative if the topics are the ones that are shared in the group and if it has some criteria making it more interesting than other ones. For this purpose, the papers taken from a famous conference will be preferred to papers from non significant conferences.

Let $c$ be a cluster containing the set of $D_c$ papers, the representative paper $\text{rep}(c) \in D_c$ is computed as:

$$\text{rep}(c) = \arg \max_{p \in D_c} \sigma(p, p')$$

As we assume that it is not possible to find out only one paper being representative enough, we associate every representative paper to some other ones to complete the keywords that are not covered by the representative, as shown in Figure 2.
D. Step 4: Ranking Representative Papers

The last step aims at ranking paper groups and reporting ordered papers to the user. For this purpose, we consider a measure such as the PageRank one.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present our approach for paper recommendation. It relies on a workflow including soft approaches, thus allowing to take into account real dataset. It is indeed not relevant to consider crisp cuttings between papers and paper attributes.

Current and future works include the deep study of the measures used in our approach, for exploring efficiency for both semantic and computational (memory and time) criteria, together with a study of the evaluation process, for enhancing precision/recall criteria that are often used to assess the methods.
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